
EXAMPLES INDEX 

A 

a   112, 120, 178, 199, 200 
a bit of a     120 
a little bit     112 
a little while     145  
a lot of     101 
a lot of     116  
a piece of    188, 119  
able      134 
able to   135-136, 212-213 
about fifteen     29  
absolutely     94 
absolutely wonderful    215  
actually     93 
after that     110 
all      111 
all that kind of thing    106 
all the way to the    153-154 
all this      111  
all those     185  
almost      129 
almost like     27  
also in      129 
amount of land    122 
and all that kind of thing   106  
and also in     129 
and bobs     127 
and explain     195  
and I just     112 
and I've done     127 
and like     126  
and one of the    107 
and then     71  
and then after that    110 
and then i     99 
and then the     185 
and then they    99, 162, 185 
and then you have to    132 
and they were all    111 
and this     111  
angry      127 
any      191, 198 
anyone do anything interesting  200 
anything interesting    200 
application     132 
are      133 
aren't      126 
 

asia      122 
asked      118 

B 

be      68, 120 
be able to     135, 212-3  
be going to work    203 
be one of the     107 
be rushed     71 
because     115 
beg your pardon    207  
being able to     136 
big      72 
bit      112 
bit of a     120  
bits and bobs     127 
bobs      127 
book      195 

C 

cardinals     131 
close your book    195 
complete this over    25  
completely sober    25 
could you open    200 
couldn't     126 
couple      116 

D 

did anyone do anything interesting  200 
did it in    29, 148, 154 
did you have a    200 
did you see     178 
didn't      126 
difficult     145 
discovered     115 
do anything interesting   200  
do it      133 
do you know what I mean  128, 96-98  
don't have to     125  
done      127 
down      71, 145 

E 

east asia     122 
emergency situation    132  
enjoy      123 
entirely     126 
explain     195 



F 

festival     201-2 
fifteen      133-4 
fifteen      29 
fifty      134 
filmed      125 
first      117 
fizzle      36 
for a little while    145 
fourteen     134 
friendly     129 

G 

get out on my own    110 
go to work     203  
going      29 
going to     155 
going to be     120  
going to work     203  
gonna be     68, 120 
gonna be one of the    107 
got any     198 

H 

had to be rushed    71 
have a      200 
have one     115  
have to     125, 132 
have to start     133 
have you got any    198 
he went to the    181 
huge      122 

I 

i      133 
i      99 
I beg your pardon    207 
I just      112 
I just never    119 
I lived there for a little while   145 
I mean     96-98, 128 
I might     110 
I never did it in,    29, 148, 154 
I never settled down    145 
I think      103, 111 
I think it     112 
I think it's     103 
I thought I might    110 
I used to play     118 
I were you     129  

I'll be going to work    203 
I'll complete this over    25 
I'll go to work     203 
I'm almost     129  
I'm completely sober    25 
I'm going     29 
I'm going to     155 
I've done     127 
idle mass     27  
if I were you     129 
if you      128  
if you need     117, 191  
in      29, 129, 148, 
154 
in the     100, 111  
interested     131 
interesting     200 
is a     178 
is one I'm going    29 
isn't      126 
it      112, 133 
it in      29, 148, 154 
it was just a     112 
it was just    104, 119 
it's      103 
it's a bit of a     120 
it's a piece of    188, 119 
it's gonna be     120 
it's like a     120 
it's not going to be    120 

J 

just      112 
just a      112 
just never    119 
just     104, 119 

K 

kettle      113 
kilometres     131 
kind of     105  
kind of thing     106 
know      96-98 
know if you need    117, 191 
know what I mean   128, 96-98 

L 

land      122 
later      113 
learnt      195 



let me know if you need   117, 191  
level      116 
like      27, 115, 126 
like a      120, 199 
like any     191 
little      124 
little bit     112 
little while     145 
lived there for a little while   145 
London     157 
lot of     101, 116 

M 

mass      27 
me know if you need    117, 191 
mean      128 96-98 
medal      114 
metal      113 
might      110 
model      114 
most      117 
mountain     71 
move      116 
move was difficult    145  
my application    132  
my own     110 

N 

national     127 
need      117, 191 
never     119 
never did it in,    29, 148, 154 
never settled down    145  
not big     72  
not going to be    120 

O 

of     101, 105, 
116, 119, 188 
of a      120 
of land     122 
of the     68, 107 
of thing     106 
off      126 
on      126 
on my own     110  
one      115 
one I'm going     29  
one of the    68, 107 
open      200 

operation     131 
opposite     116 
out on my own    110 
over      25, 116 
own      110 

P 

pardon     207 
particularly     92 
people,     124, 71, 
101-2 
physical    36, 115 
piece of    188, 119 
play      118 
produced     114 

Q 

quite a lot of    116 

R 

really      91-92, 123 
reliable     159 
royal      123 
rushed     71 

S 

saddle      114 
school      124 
see      178 
settle      113 
settled down     145 
she'd      133 
situation     132 
smarvellous     120 
so all the way to the    153-154 
so he went to the    181 
so I'll be going to work   203  
so I'll go to work    203 
sober      25 
sound      123 
south east asia    122 
speak      115 
start      133 
started     131 
surgical operation    131  
swonderful     120 

 

 



T 

that      110 
that i      133  
that kind of thing    106 
that wasn't filmed    125 
that's gonna be    68 
that's gonna be one of the   107  
the  68, 100, 107, 111, 153-154. 181, 185 
the move was difficult   145 
the way to the    153-154 
then      71 
then after that    110  
then i      99 
then the     185 
then they,     99, 162, 185 
then you have to    132 
there are     133 
there for a little while   145 
there was this     181 
there were     49 
they were all     111  
they     99, 162, 185  
thing      106 
think      103, 111 
think it     112 
think it's     103 
thirteen     134 
this      111, 181 
this is a    178 
this is one I'm going    29 
this over     25 
those      185 
thought I might    110  
time      123 
to  123, 125, 132, 135, 136, 155, 212-3 
to be      120 
to be able to     212-3 
to be able to     135 
to be rushed     71  
to do it     133  
to play     118 
to start     133 
to the      153-154, 
181 
to work     203 
trouble     124 
trying to     123  
turn off     126  
turn on     126  

 

U 

unlike      126 
used to play     118  

V 

volunteer     160 

W 

want to do it     133 
was difficult     145 
was just a     112  
was just    104, 119 
was this     181 
wasn't filmed     125 
way to the     153-154 
we were able to    136 
went to the     181  
were      49 
were able to     136  
were all     111 
were you     129 
what I mean    128, 96-98  
what you learnt    195 
where there were    49 
wish she'd     133  
wonderful     215 
work      203 
would you like a    199 
would you like any    191 

Y 

you      128, 129 
you don't have to    125 
you got any     198  
you have a     200  
you have to     132  
you know     96-98  
you know what I mean  128, 96-98 
you learnt     195 
you like a     199  
you like any     191  
you need     117, 191 
you open     200 
you see     178 
your book     195 
your pardon     207 
 
 


